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P/MACH}{OLZ 198_.__66yIII AND QUADRANTID METEOROID STREAM. ORBITAL

EVOLUTION AND RELATIONSHIP ; P.B.Babadzhanov and Yu.V.Obrubov,

Astrophysical Institute, Dushanbe, 734670, USSR

Abstract. The evolution of the PIMachholz "s meteoroid stream was simulated. It

shows, that this stream may produce eight meteor showers. There are the known
obs_%_=d meteor showers such as the Quadrantids, Ursids, Northen_ and Southern

_-Aquarids, Daytime Arietids and (_-Cetids. A satisfactc,_y agreement of the
theoretical and observed geocentric radiants and orbits allows to conclude,
that the above showers could have been resulted from the decay of the

P/Machholz nucleus. The age of the stream is estimated to be 7.5 millennia.

Introduction

The Quadrantids are one of the most interesting major meteor showers. Thehigh

activity and short duration of the Quadrantids imply the existence of a parent
comet. The ___xJrantid meteoroid stream is of great interest in _=_=ct to

dynamics too. It is one of few meteoroid streams which can produce eight
related meteor _lc_et's. Six of eight meteor showers such as the N_-thenl and

Southern O-Aquarids, Daytime Arietids, Ursids, (_-Cetids and Quadrantids are
well-known from observations (Babadzhanov and Obrubov 1987, 1989).

In May 1986 D.Machholz discovered a new comet, which had got the designation
1986 VIII. This comet may be a unique object for investigations of the

cometary nucleus evolution due to the short c_ital period (5.?5 yr) and small

perihelion distance (0.127 _i_). The fact that the comet Machholz was not
discovered before 1986 is of interest as well. It seems more surprising since

according to Sekanina (1990) 75 % of comet's returns to the Sun were
favourable for observations. Sekanina (1990) and Green et al. (1990) assume

the comet Machholz to be dormant for a long time till 1986.

Evolution of P/Ma_hholz's orbit

McIntosh (1990) followed the evolution of P/Machholz's orbit over a period of

4 millennia. He found large variations in orbital inclination (from 12 to 80°)

and in perihelion distance (from 0.05 AU or even less to about 1 AU) and

pointed to the su_]0rising coincidence in orbital variation of P/Machholz with

that of the Quadrantids. However, McIntosh did not find a similarity in their

orbits at some fixed moment, that could have confirmed on the possible genetic

relationship. McIntosh consider the main reason to be in the time shift in

variations of e, q, i. Green et al. (1990) have also followed the evolution of
P/Machholz's orbit. Although they used more precise orbit, but the results did

not differ fn_m those of McIntosh. They did not find any close encounter with

the Jupiter either.

It is known that the c_oital element determining the body's position in the

Keplerian o_bit is calculated rather roughly. Thus, the body's position in its
orbit becomes uncertain after hundreds or even tens of orbital revolutions

Th_fore, it is necessary to study the motion of the comet (_ test

particles) at different initial positions. We have integrated the equations of

the perturbed motion of the comet and three test particles back in time. ]he

starting o_bit was taken from _ et al. (1990). The starting eccentric
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anomalies E of test par__icles were taken to be equal to 90°, 180° and 270 °,

while for the comet E=O u at the time of perihelion passage in 1986. The

integration was carried out by the F_tta method of the fourth order with

the self-adjusting step length at the time interval of about 8 millennia. The

p_t_oations from the Jupiter and Saturn were taken into _-count, but their

motions were supposed to be unperturbed. It is turned out that the motion of
two of three test particles suffered a number of close encounters with the

Jupiter at the distances /_j less than 0.3 _iJ. The data on these encounters for

the last two millennia are given in the Table 1, where T - the year of
encounter, and /_j - the value of encounters in AU.

Table I. Encounter_ of P/Machholz's test particles with the Jupiter.

T /_j a e i T /_j a e i

E=180 ° E=270 °

_a 01_ 31 1_ 01_15 8170 _ 01_ 31_ 01_7 _2

692 0.258 3. 178 0.567 82. 1 360 O. 194 3. 101 0.649 81.2

16 0.296 3.200 0.&18 82.5 253 0.162 3.060 0.699 82.8

206 0.267 3.006 0.743 81.4

As seen from Table 1, the encounters do not lead to the catasttx_ic changes

in orbits. The data of Table 1 allowed to conclude that P/Mad-Jaolz had not any
close encounters with the JuPiter at least after 976 AD. This confirms the

fact that the comet was dormant for a long time till 1986.
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Fig. 1. Variations of perihelion
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Fig. 1 pnessats the variations in perihelion distances of the comet and test
particles. As s_ma, the periods and the ranges of variations have some scatter

caLmed by the different starting positions. This occurs at variations in e and
i too. The same results _ obtained _ _ evolution of _ Quadrantid

......me_id stream was s(a_d_ed (Willi_ et al. 1979; __ _ i991).

_i of the P/Machholz meteoroid stream ................

It seems _ likely that P_Iz _as an active comet in the past. H_ace,

the meteoroids were being ejected from comet's rotating nucleus at different

directions and _locities. To _i _ _id stream evolution one should
the initial time _t and give _he distribu_ion _me_=o_oids

=
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orbits. The starting time is taken to be 4500 BC under bwo reasons:
1. Near this moment we have found the most similarity betwe_ P/Machholz and

mean Quadrantid's osculating orbits, i.e. the D-criterion is equal to O. 14;
2. The radius-vector to the ascending node of the comet "s orbit is close to

the Jupiter's orbit.

The first reason was chosen because it requires the least ejection velocities

_=sponsible for the Quadrantid shower formation, line second because of the

likelyhood of the capture of the comet by Jupiter into a short-period orbit.

It is known, that the meteoroids" crbits in the s_ne stream differ strongly
from the comet's orbit by their semimajor axes and eccentricities. Thus, the

initial distribution of the meteoroid c_Voits was taken to be:

a=2.70 AU e=0.691 E°--30 , 270 ;

a--2.80 AU e=O. 702 E°= 10 , 70, 130, 190, _0, 310;

a=3.03 _J e=O._ E°= 0 , 60, 120, 180, 240, _0;

a=3.20 _lJ e=0.740 E°-- 20 , 80, 140, 200, 2_0, _0.

For all orbits we took q=0.834 _U, i=69°, _ --_3_, and tO =170.°7. According to

our calculation the comet Machholz had such elements in 4500 BC. This

distribution, except of the eccentric anomaly E, corresponds to the meteoroid

ejection velocities of up to 300 m/s along and opposite the comet motion in

the perihelion, and represents a young flat meteoroid stream.

then, for all particles we have calculated the perturbations from the Jupiter

and Saturn begining from 4500 BC till 3000 AD. By the way all intersections of

particles" orbits with the Earth's orbit were fixed. The Earth-crossing

orbits can be divided into two groups ° the first group includes the orbits
with high inclinations (from 67 to 80 ) and perihelion distances ft_m 0.9 to

1.0 _J; the second group - the orbits with moderate inclinations (from 19 to
400) and small perihelion distances - from 0.03 to 0.12 AU.

Each group may be divided into four subgn_ups according to their perihelion

arguments. In the first group the perihelion arguments cluster around _ to =
0+5 ° and 180+6 °, and in the second group - around to = 0-+26° and 180-+_ . So

there are eight subgroups of the Earth-crossing orbits, i.e. eight meteor

showers, which could be produced by P/Machholz. The names and ranges of
orbital elements and geocentric radiants for these eight showers are given in

Table 2.

The difference between the simulated Quadrantids and Ursids as well as the

Carinids and _-Velids seems to be rathe_ relative because there is no clear

line neither among their orbits nor the radiants. In order to distinguish
these show_s we used some additional dynamical criterion, line orbits with to

<180° were thought to belong to the Quadrantids and with to >180 ° to the U_sids

n_=spectively. For the Carinids - to < 3_0 ° and for the _-Velids -tO >0. This

distinction allows us to determine the direction of secular variations of

radii-_ecto_s to the orbital nodes. Moreover, the Quadrantid and Carinid

meteoroids collide with the Earth after the perihelion, but the Ursid and

_8-Velid meteoroids - before the perihelion. Table 2 presents the ob=_=_ved

o_bital elements and geocentric radiants for six of the eight meteor showers

according to the data of different authors. A satisfactory agreement of the
theoretical and observed radiants and orbits confirms the possible genetical

_elatior_hip of all these showers with the comet Machholz.
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Table 2. Theoretical (T) and obser_m=d (0) ranges of orbital
elements of the P/Machholz's meteor showers.

q e i Q _ _ 6 Vg
min max minmax

Quadrant ids
T .92-1.02 .65-. 72 67-72 278-290 159-180

0 .97-0.98 .65--.70 6c_-73 2_0-_3 167-170

Lk_sids

T .92-1.02 .66-.72 68-73 271-282 180-198

0 .94-0.95 .64-. 85 54-67 2/_0-283 187-206

T .92-1.02 ./:_5-.71 72-80
0

T .92-1.02 .68-.71 74-80

0

T .04-. 11

0 .06-. 12

T .03-. 12

0 .07-. 14

223-243 +42--_54 38-43

219-23_ +48-+=35

215-227 +_H3--hSO

lcrd-226 +58-+76 33-40

Carinids

86-109 344-360 149-164 _ 41-49

Will be recognised ?

_-Velids

99-109 0-16 142-160 -61--50 41-49

Will be recognised ?

Northern O-Aquarids
•96-.99 19-40 104-136 326-340 316-340 -10- +2 40-44

._.98 14-21 12B-143 37_-334 337-346 -5- +3 40-42

Southern O-Aquarids
•96-. 99 20-40 296-_Z2 141-160 33_-351 -18--13 39-44

I 9_. _ 23132 304--3?2 139--152 339--351 --19----14

Daytime Arietids
T .03-.12 .96-.99 20-4O 72-e7 3_-37
o ,04-.1o .94-.98 10-46 77-89 ig-:r,o

_-Cetids

T .04-.12 .96-.99 19-36 249-263 203-216
0 .06-.18 .89-.99 20-31 255-269 194-214

42-50 +22-+25 40-44
43-50 +22-+26 39-44

39-53 +8--_13 39-44
44-53 +6-+12 37-39
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Fig.2. The increase of the
dispersim of _ in _simu-
ulated P/Ma_hholz'smetec_o-
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Simultaneous activity of meteor showers produced by the same parent body is

possible if the dispersion of particles" perihelion arguments embraces those
of the _owers. Fig.2 shows the inct_ase in the dispersion of the perihelion

argtmmnts und_ _ planetary perturbations f_ the simulated P/Machholz "s
meteoroid strea_. As seen 7.5 millennia later after meteoroid ejection the

dispersion becc_es more than 360 ° (Fig.2). By this moment all the eight meteor

showers must manifest their activity. This time interval may be considered to
be an evaluation of the P/Machholz stream age. The real stream age might be

even less if the initial dispersion in the semimajor axes is assumed to be

greater.

Discussion

The simulation of the P/Machholz's meteoroid stream shows clearly that this

comet can produce eight meteor showers. At present at least six of eight
meteor showers are known from d_-_ervations and show high activity. Earlier

this result was obtained when studing only the Quadrantid meteoroid stream

evolution (Babadzhanov and Obrubov 1987, 1989; Babadzhanov et al. 1991). Now

we have come to the conclusion that the parent comet of the above six meteor

showers is found. It is the comet Mad_holz 1986 VIII.

A possibility of the relationship of P/Mad-_olz with Daytime Arietids and

O-Aquarids was investigated by McIntcmh (1990) too. However, he had doubts

about their genetic relationship and about our results concer_ed the possible
interrelations of the d_-_=rved showers. His doubts are based on the time _ift

in the orbital variations of the P/Ma_hholz and Quadrantids and on the

differences in the directions to perihelia of the meteor _ current

orbits.
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Fig.3. Evolution of the perihelion

position of P/Mad-_olz's orbit.
Curr_nt perihelion positions of
the related meteor _howers are

marked by numbers as in Fig.2.

The _ differences among the meteor shower orbits and in the comet's

orbit may have resulted from the differential planetary perturbations.Fig.3

gives the variations in the perihelion position of P/Mad-_olz's o_bitduring

one period of _ perihelion argument variation. As os_n:__o_.is position
changes from -15-to 15-in ecliptic latitude _ and from 98 to 103-xn ecliptic

longitude _,, painting the curve like "eight". Since the dispersion of Od in the
meteoroid stream neaches 360 ° with time, _ all directions seem to be

possible within these ranges. For all simulated Earth-crossing mg_teon_ido
orbits the positions of perihelia are approximately in bounds from -20uto +20
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in _ and from 88° to 109° in _. There are also the ctr=erwed and theoretical

perihelion positions of the P/Machholz meteor showers in Fig.3. As seen, the

planetary perturbations explain the disp_'sion of perihelion positions v_
well.

According to Babadzhanov et al. (1991) to ensure the obs_ed activity of l_ix
meteor showers the comet Machholz must have maximum initial mass of 1.4-10 g,

that corresponds to the radius about 7 km if the mean density of the
cometary nucleds of O.8 g/cm-. For comparison McBride and Hughes (1990)

obtained the radius of 1 km under assumption that P/Machholz had produced the

Quadrantid meteor shower only. According to Sekanina (1990) the current radius
of the P/Machholz nucleus do not exceed 2.7 km. If asgume the comet to be

inside the JL_iter's orbit cku_ing 7-8 millennia, the_ taking into account

small perihelion distance, it is not difficult to explain the decrease of its
radius from 7 to 2.7 km or even less.

Conclusions

The investigation of P/Machholz orbital evolution gives an evidence that

during the nearest 500 yrs the cc_et_y c_oit will intersect the Earth's orbit

at the place of appe_-ance of the Daytime Arietids and later - at the place of

appearance of the North_n _-Aquarids. Thus, one may expect the increase in

the activity of these shoaees.

The best confirmation of our results would have been a discovery of the

Carinid and _-Velid meteor showers. Taking into account the radiant positions

of these showees in the Southern hemisphere, we asked prof. W.J.Baggaley (New

Zealand) to carry out special shoa_s se_x:hes with his new meteor radar and
received his kind torment.
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